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What is EI -definition Daniel Goldman video – trim out male/female stuff if possible 5 aspects Emotional Intelligence – five different slides Breakdown of three things for each Blood orange story (what emotional intelligence skills were used in this situation?)SWOT on EI- create a doc listing the skills and 3 points about each on the page- 5 aspects Emotional Intelligence – one slide Breakdown of three things for each    How can you build your EI skills?- work book pageHave them write down other ways to build EI in themselves, workplace and team How do you use EI in customer service? – no wb pg Types of customers -wb 7&8How do you use EI in customer service? – wb pg  



Emotional 
Intelligence

e·mo·tion·al in·tel·li·gence

the ability to recognize, understand 
and manage our own emotions, and 
to recognize, understand and 
influence the emotions of others.



Emotional
Intelligence

1. Self-awareness

2. Self-regulation

3. Self-motivation

4. Empathy

5. Social skill
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EI is a relatively new field of study (scientific articles on EI first began to appear in the early '90s) that focuses on reasoning about emotions and the use of emotions to enhance thought. A model of EI pioneered by Dr. Daniel Goleman often referred to as the "Mixed Model" breaks EI down into the following five traits:https://www.bounteous.com/insights/2017/12/04/soft-skills-emotional-intelligence/



Why
Emotional 
Intelligence

EMOTIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE

Increased 
Personal 

Well-being

Increased 
Team 

Performance

Decreased 
Occupational 

Stress 

Improved 
Decision 
Making 

Increased 
Leadership 

Ability 

Reduce 
Staff 

Turnover

http://enactleadership.com/m
aking-the-case-for-emotional-
intelligence-in-the-workplace/
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MotivationSelf-RegulationSocial SkillsSelf-AwarenessEmpathyPhoto Source: http://enactleadership.com/making-the-case-for-emotional-intelligence-in-the-workplace/



Emotional Intelligence
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Presentation Notes
Enter Daniel Goleman, who literally wrote the book on emotional intelligence in 1995.EI is a relatively new field of study (scientific articles on EI first began to appear in the early '90s) that focuses on reasoning about emotions and the use of emotions to enhance thought. A model of EI pioneered by Dr. Daniel Goleman often referred to as the "Mixed Model" breaks EI down into the following five traits:https://www.bounteous.com/insights/2017/12/04/soft-skills-emotional-intelligence/



Relatively New Field of Study 

Scientific 
articles 
on EI first 
began to 
appear in the 
early ‘90s.

https://www.bounteous.com/insights/2017/12/04/soft-skills-emotional-intelligence/
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EI is a relatively new field of study (scientific articles on EI first began to appear in the early '90s) that focuses on reasoning about emotions and the use of emotions to enhance thought. 






Emotional
Intelligence

1. Self-awareness

2. Self-regulation

3. Self-motivation

4. Empathy

5. Social skill

Pg. 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EI is a relatively new field of study (scientific articles on EI first began to appear in the early '90s) that focuses on reasoning about emotions and the use of emotions to enhance thought. A model of EI pioneered by Dr. Daniel Goleman often referred to as the "Mixed Model" breaks EI down into the following five traits:https://www.bounteous.com/insights/2017/12/04/soft-skills-emotional-intelligence/Self-awarenessKnowing what you're feeling and using your feelings as a guide.Self-regulationHandling distressing emotions in effective ways, marshaling positive emotions, and aligning our actions with our passions.Self-motivationThe drive to work towards your goals despite setbacks.Empathy Discerning how someone else is feeling without them telling you in words.Social skillHandling relationships and conflict, and being the type of person people enjoy being around.https://www.bounteous.com/insights/2017/12/04/soft-skills-emotional-intelligence/



1.  Self-Awareness
Knowing one’s strengths and weaknesses, values and 
impacts on others. Knowing what you're feeling and using 
your feelings as a guide.
• Realistic self-assessment
• Desire for feedback
• Self-confidence
• Humility

Pg. 1
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RsSelf-awarenessKnowing what you're feeling and using your feelings as a guide.https://www.bounteous.com/insights/2017/12/04/soft-skills-emotional-intelligence/



Viktor Frankl

“Between stimulus and response there is a space.
In that space is our power to choose our response.
In our response lies our growth and our freedom.”

-Viktor Frankl

Austrian neurologist, psychiatrist, Holocaust survivor and author



2.  Self-Regulation
Controlling or redirecting disruptive emotions and 
impulses. Handling distressing emotions in effective ways, 
marshaling positive emotions, and aligning our actions 
with our passions.
• Creating an environment of trust and fairness
• ”Be a witness, not a judge”
• Comfort with ambiguity and change

Pg. 1
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RsSelf-regulationHandling distressing emotions in effective ways, marshaling positive emotions, and aligning our actions with our passions.https://www.bounteous.com/insights/2017/12/04/soft-skills-emotional-intelligence/



3.  Self-Motivation
Passion for the work itself. Pursuing goals with high energy 
and persistence. The drive to work towards your goals 
despite setbacks.
• Strong drive to achieve 
• Desire to improve, to learn
• Commitment to the organization’s mission
• Optimism even in the face of failure

Pg. 1
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RsSelf-motivationThe drive to work towards your goals despite setbacks.https://www.bounteous.com/insights/2017/12/04/soft-skills-emotional-intelligence/



4.  Empathy
Understand other’s emotions. Skill in responding to others 
emotionally. Discerning how someone else is feeling 
without them telling you in words.

• Service to customers and coworkers
• Imagine what others’ reality might be like
• Cross-cultural sensitivity 

Pg. 1
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RsEmpathy Discerning how someone else is feeling without them telling you in words.https://www.bounteous.com/insights/2017/12/04/soft-skills-emotional-intelligence/



5.  Social Skill 
Building networks, handling relationships and conflict, and 
being the type of person people enjoy being around.

• Team leader/team player
• Ability to find common ground, coalitions
• Persuasive

Pg. 1
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RsSocial skillHandling relationships and conflict, and being the type of person people enjoy being around.https://www.bounteous.com/insights/2017/12/04/soft-skills-emotional-intelligence/



Daniel 
Goleman 
Emotional and Social 
Intelligence Leadership 
Competencies each a 
learned capacity, based 
on Emotional 
Intelligence, which 
contributes to effective 
performance at work –
and often greater 
satisfaction in life as 
well.
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Emotional and Social Intelligence Leadership Competencies are each a learned capacity, based on Emotional Intelligence, which contributes to effective performance at work – and often greater satisfaction in life as well.There are four parts, or domains, to the Emotional and Social Intelligence Leadership Competency Model developed by Daniel Goleman and Richard Boyatzis:Self-AwarenessSelf-ManagementSocial AwarenessRelationship ManagementWithin each of these four domains nest learned competencies based on the underlying ability that make people outstanding performers in the workplace. These are skills that can be developed, just as you can improve upon anything that you practice regularly.Richard Boyatzis, a business professor at Case Western Reserve University, and Daniel Goleman analyzed the range of competencies that companies identified in their outstanding leaders. They distilled them down to twelve generic competencies that embody the core of distinguishing abilities of leaders in organizations across a broad spectrum of industries.The twelve competencies and their brief definitions are below. For more in-depth information, see our Primer Collection (available individually, or a set), or Crucial Competence, a video series with Daniel Goleman and fellow thought-leaders in research and Emotional Intelligence.https://www.keystepmedia.com/emotional-social-intelligence-leadership-competencies/Photo Source:http://www.adeo.ie/index.php/emotional-intelligence-myth-vs-fact-daniel-goleman/Is Emotional Intelligence the same as being “nice” or “polite”?Does Emotional Intelligence just mean you have a lot of empathy?Is Emotional Intelligence only for women or men who want to “get in touch with their sensitive side”?After 20+ years of writing and speaking about the science behind Emotional Intelligence and its importance in work settings, I still come across people who believe one or more of these myths about EI. The author of a recent article in Scientific American fell into the “EI is just about empathy” trap. And an article in Harvard Business Reviewequated being nice with Emotional Intelligence. The assumption that Emotional Intelligence is related to a man’s “inner female” was raised in a comment to one of my posts about the Emotional Self-Awareness competency.Each of these exemplify misleading stereotypes about Emotional Intelligence. And they equate one narrow slice of these abilities with the whole. But Emotional Intelligence is much more than just being empathic or nice.If someone asked you for a short definition of Emotional Intelligence, what would you include in your definition?Here’s what I mean when I say Emotional Intelligence: It is the capacity to recognize our own feelings and those of others, to manage our emotions, and to interact effectively with others.Clearly, these are human qualities beyond gender or any superficial differences among us, and refer to a healthy balance of a wide range of abilities.The model of Emotional Intelligence my colleagues and I use includes the four domains below. Within those domains are twelve competencies, learned and learnable capacities that contribute to performance at work and in life.



Listen to Customers 
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Group Ask: what emotional intelligence skills were used in this situation?)



SWOT
Analysis

Local Program & Best Organic
Unique Offerings 

Customer & Inter-relational Trust 
Service Level & Tools
Product Knowledge

Vendor Relationships
Core Team – Passionate

Humor / Like to work Together

UNFI – Super Valu
Whole Foods/Amazon

On-Line
More People Carrying Same Products

Climate Change
Supply Chain/Change

Organic Standards
#Farmbill

GMOs
Living Wage

Tourism & Strong Economy
Desirable Destinations 

Trend to eat Clean
Not Supernatural Competition
Being a Neighborhood Grocer

Community Involvement
Collage Population

Cleanliness & Shrink
Backstock/walk-in

Sales space on floor/Dry Fridge
Training and Young Staff

Labor Pool Hiring  & Assessment 
Check-ins (new staff)

Clear Expectations 
Pricing Perceptions 

Tools – Old systems and updating them 
How to Replicate Success

Merchandising 

Pg. 3



How do you use EI in customer service?
Pg. 4
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pair upPhoto Source https://spnannies.com/emotional-intelligence-matters/



Engaging Individuals 

• Recognize Who 
Your Customers Are

• Personality Types 
& Different Needs 
on Different Days 

Photo source: https://www.wsha.org/wsha-home-page/banner-diverse-group-of-people-2/
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who can establish strong emotional connections with customers are better at understanding what customers feel, need, and expect.https://www.saleshacker.com/emotional-intelligence-in-sales/Photo source:https://www.wsha.org/wsha-home-page/banner-diverse-group-of-people-2/



Types of Customers 
Analyticals: these customers want a service person with fluid 
technical expertise that provides facts and supporting evidence with 
no emotional handholding.

Intuitives: these customers want a service person that gets directly 
to the bottom line and recognizes that a customer's time is valuable.

Functionals: these customers want a highly process-oriented and 
detailed service person that takes a step-by-step (A thru Z) approach.
Personals: these customers want a service person that is friendly, 
warm and informal. They are looking to build a relationship.

Pg. 5
https://www.forbes.com
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/markmurphy/2018/02/11/how-to-put-some-emotional-intelligence-into-your-customer-service-scripts/#609d78bb1e6cMorph Value Statements and types of customers into and exercise….



Favorite Product or Producer

Pg. 5



Engaging Different Types of Customers
Pg. 5
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Types of Customers 
Analyticals: these customers want a service person with fluid 
technical expertise that provides facts and supporting evidence with 
no emotional handholding.

Intuitives: these customers want a service person that gets directly 
to the bottom line and recognizes that a customer's time is valuable.

Functionals: these customers want a highly process-oriented and 
detailed service person that takes a step-by-step (A thru Z) approach.
Personals: these customers want a service person that is friendly, 
warm and informal. They are looking to build a relationship.
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/markmurphy/2018/02/11/how-to-put-some-emotional-intelligence-into-your-customer-service-scripts/#609d78bb1e6cMorph Value Statements and types of customers into and exercise….



How can you build your EI skills?
Pg. 6
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How Managers Can Help Their Teams 
Develop Emotional Intelligence

• Listen twice as much as you speak.

• Respond, rather than react.

• Put yourself in the other person’s 
shoes.
• Apologize directly if you are at fault.

• Don’t interrupt or change the subject.

• Be vulnerable.

• Empathize with others.

• Create a positive 
environment.
• Ask, don’t tell.

• Praise more.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To build a high-EI culture, sales leaders should start with themselves and their immediate team. Prominent sales legend Gordon Tredgold published an infographicthat cites ten simple ways to improve emotional intelligence:https://www.saleshacker.com/emotional-intelligence-in-sales/



Thank you!
MARK MULCAHY

MARKMPASSION4PRODUCE@GMAIL.COM 
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